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Prelude

Oracle’s Publicised AC62
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The 35th Americas Cup
AC62’s How, Why and When?

Tonight's Topics

• AC34 short round up 
• The 35th AC Protocol
• The AC62 Class Rules
• The AC62 in numbers
• The AC62 Wing & Rig - Aerodynamics
• The AC62 Hull & Appendages – Hydrodynamics
• The MYCQ Foiler
• The AC62 Platform - Structures
• Questions
• Bonus Time! Materials
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AC34 Short Round Up

Briefly:  New Zealand Lost
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• In hindsight New Zealand had  a few chances to win the Cup. They
gave a lay day to the opposition, the time ran out in one race, they 
nearly flipped the boat in another, they allowed race rule 
concessions with lower wind speeds. All of these didn’t loss the Cup 
directly but they did add up in the end.

• Oracle had huge hurdles to jump. Internal problems with the AC45
race cheating put them way behind with a 2 race penalty, they 
crashed their boat, broke their foils, couldn’t tack on the fly. But they 
clawed their way along and got it together when it counted. 
Ultimately the team found better boat speed and the rest as they say 
is history.
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The 35th Protocol
78 pages constituting a contract between The Golden Gate 

Yacht Club and Hamilton Island Yacht Club

Bob Oatley 85

$850 Million

Why??

Larry Ellison 70

$52,000 Million

When Sept 
2017

verses
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• It’s a David and Goliath race again. Oracle has huge 
resources and depth compared to the Australian 
Challenge. It would seem to me that an arrangement like 
TNZ did with Luna Rossa would be appropriate between 
Australia and NZ. But we shall see!

• The protocol has some sticking points and I’m sure as 
more teams get involved it will become more 
streamlined.
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The AC62 Class Rules

Gino Morelli

Peter Melvin
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• The Rules are a bit easier to digest this time around 
compared to the AC72 rules. More liberty is given with 
the foils and we can now control the rudder angle of 
attack when sailing. This makes much more sense.

• The wing is frozen in a one design format to reduce cost 
and all the boats and wings have to be able to be broken 
down and packed into standard containers for transport 
as its intended to have races at the Challenges home 
courses. Whether this happens or not is a big question. 
Multi sites and cost reduction do not go hand in hand! 

• The rules have been developed by the same team that 
developed the AC72 rules
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Boat Operations

• No stored energy only manual power allowed

• 8 crew

• Power from a daggerboard in one freedom direction cannot 
be used to adjust the other freedom direction

• Elastic systems are controlled by a leak down test

• Skipper, Helm/tactician, wing trimmer, jib trimmer, 4 grinders 
and general hands (2 most be national)
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The AC62 in numbers

• 14% smaller or 6/7 scale or 86% scale
• Size: AC72 22x14m (AR=0.63)  AC62 19x11.75m (0.62)
• Crew: AC72 11, AC62 8 (2 Nationals)
• Rm: AC72 50Tm, AC62 25Tm, Volvo 65 33Tm
• Sail Area: AC72-320m2,  AC62-220m2

• Sailing Weight: AC72-7500kg (43), AC62-5000kg (44)
• Wing height: AC72 40m, AC62 31m, AC45 21m
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• In short, although the boat is smaller its just as 
powerful and capable of high speeds as the 
AC72 was. I’m sure we will see 50kn boat speed 
in good conditions. Racing in excess of 30 & 
40kn should be the norm.

• The boat is a scaled down AC72 by 14%

• No spinnakers make the boat simpler and as we 
have seen in the AC72’s they are not needed.
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AC72 Wings Background
How did the AC62 wing rules get here?
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• Before we talk about the AC62 wing lets look at the AC72 wing 
history. Artemis produced the most complex wing. The first was a 3 
panel wing with 6 flaps. This had a structural failure which put them 
a bit behind in time. Their second wing was simpler, two panels and 
6 flaps

• Oracle was a bit more sophisticated then Artemis No2 in that it had 
a flap on element No1 which gave control to the gap size. But it had 
only 4 No2 panels (or flaps) so was a bit easier to control

• ETNZ had the simplest wing of all. They identified that the foils was 
where the juice was so put all their effort there. They built a simple 
wing that got the job done.

• It’s the ETNZ wing that is the archetype for the AC62 wing. Simple,
robust and recognisable.
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The AC62 Wing & Rig

Aerodynamics
Wing

•Fixed geometry +/- 6mm accuracy to 
the geometry file, >870kg

•No twist (para12.7) in the main 
element

•4 flaps

•2 pieces to fit into a std container

•Floatation system yet to be detailed

•Gap fixed at 50mm

Rig

2 shrouds per side, one 
forestay, a jib halyard…
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Crystal Ball Gazing

Will look like an aircraft, very clean, highly blended surfaces,
no under wires, probably spray rails up front
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The AC62 Hull & Appendages

Hydrodynamics

Foiling
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Foils or Hydrofoils
• Thin to reduce spray drag (use high modulus carbon)

• Thin to reduce induced drag (use high modulus carbon)

• Effort will go into getting as early a lift off as possible ie high lift sections

• Use system like oracle ie a preselect type system. Although loads now are less, a direct 
system may be OK

• Cavitation ?? Ventilation ??

• As close together longitudinally to allow turning yet wide apart for stability (trade off)

• Can’t increase Rm via the rules

• ETNZ max 47.6 knots in San Fran. 50knots plus this time

• Hull’s are just a floaty, not much to say about it

• Have to supply structural certificates to committee (for wing and platform as well)
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Typical Moth Foil Section

Ventilation

Cavitation

300mm chord is 
36mm thick
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The MYCQ Club Foiler

Gold Coast 32 ( 4 crew and total weight 1200kg)
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Types of foils

Williwaw Hydroptere

A-Class Moths & Rudders
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“V” Foils

Self adjusting lift force – structurally strong
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• Over the last few years foils have been simplified and boiled down to 
their basics. They are cantilevered “V” foils which are nearly self 
adjusting in flight height. The AC foils started out quite complex with 
“S” shapes and various re-curve features but by the San Francisco 
races (as can be seen in slide 22) they are nearly the same in form. 

• The slightly arced span may disappear in the AC62’s as the rules 
allow the daggerboard to extend past maximum beam.  The slight 
arc is usually needed to stay within the max beam width rule when 
the board is retracted. The new rule means the span of the board
can be straight which reduces cost.



24Foil size example calculation
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The AC62 Platform

Structures

Oracle envisaged AC62
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Parasitic drag, very clean structures, blended 
surfaces no edges

Perhaps aero lift (pie warmers)

Platform as an aerodynamic fence

Still have a jib, no spinnaker

Has to be very, very stiff

AC62 Structure or Platform
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AC35 September 2017
Team Australia

The Bliss Point in 1983, 

Rob & Sandy hope to achieve the same thing
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Questions

???
Thank You all for Attending

The End
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• Carbon HS

• Carbon IM, Carbon HM

• PBO

• Titanium

• Honeycomb - aluminium, nomex, foam

• Boron & Beryllium are out

• Hull can use std modulus carbon <245GPa T700

• Rigging can use intermediate modulus <310GPa T1000

• No FRP can be >395GPa high modulus M40

Bonus Time !  - Materials


